THE SPLENDOUR OF T'ANG	3°?
by Sir Aurel Stein at Turfan has strong affinities with the
early screens at Nara—the tall elegant figures of such early
masters as Ku Kfai-Chih have given place to stouter forms
with rounded faces and full lips. Perhaps here we may see
the result of Tartar invasions. There are also portraits of
the ninth century preserved in Japan, attributed to Li
Chen; and some splendid statues are finding their way from
these frontier collections into Western museums. Notable
is that brought from Tun-huang to the Fogg Museum by
Mr. Langdon Warner—a masterpiece of clay modelling
with the gay original colours preserved in that dry upland,
and showing the costume and head-dress of late T'ang.
*The imagery and formula are Indian, but the artistic
idiom is Chinese/ says Mr. Binyon of the wall-paintings
and scrolls thus miraculously preserved in a remote monas-
tery. They make us eager indeed to discover a genuine
masterpiece—some spirited group of horses by Han Kan
or some great altar-piece by Wu Tao-tse.
It seems clear that as each artist was also a calligraphist
and often a poet, so many were not content to paint on silk
or clay but also used the chisel or engraved their work on
stone, and it is far from impossible that some portrait of
Confucius or some Buddhist Paradise of T'ang will be
found—successors of the Han bas-reliefs and the incised
Wei Tartar steles of the Buddha's nativity. The great
scrolls of his Nirvana still treasured in Japan are no doubt
successors and imitations of paintings of this time*
Similarly the great Buddha of Lung-men—a T'ang
masterpiece—can be traced back to the 'strong pillar-like
form* of the Tfo-shan figure1 which belongs to the sixth
century—and behind that through the long succession from
Gandhara and Mathura to the caves of Yun-kang, which
show very little Chinese influence. The Buddhist sculptor
in fact worked by fixed canons of iconography, and only
gradually did local influence assert itself.
It is interesting to watch the development at these caves
from the flat to the more deeply incised bas-relief, and then
1 na in Siren's article in the Burlington Magas&ne monograph.

